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	“So useful you may whistle while you work”- Fortune


	The original edition of The Disney Way was awarded a coveted “Best Business Book of the Year” by Fortune magazine. The world's foremost experts on Disney, Bill Capodagli and Lynn Jackson revealed Walt's secret success formula that propelled his company into the highest echelon of business, creativity, innovation, and success.


	Now this fully revised edition profiles a new set of diverse organizations-from The Cheesecake Factory, Ernst and Young, and Four Seasons Hotels and Resorts, to Griffin Hospital, John Robert's Spa, and Men's Wearhouse-that have redefined their businesses by embracing The Disney Way. Walt's “dream, believe, dare, do” credo is a powerful foundation that will support any business, drive any team, and guide any leader to newfound levels of success.


	“It was the Disney standard of imagination and engagement that inspired me so many years ago…Now, Bill and Lynn bring these ideals and practices into practical use, with something for any dreamer to use.”-from the new foreword by John Christensen, coauthor of the bestselling book FISH!


	“This book is about the real magic: Stimulating and harmonizing the collective energy of your people.”-Ken Blanchard, bestselling author of The One Minute Manager
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Metagraphs and Their Applications (Integrated Series in Information Systems)Springer, 2006
An important concept in the design of many information processing systems – such as transaction processing systems, decision support systems, and workflow systems – is that of a graph. In its simplest form a graph consists of a set of points (or nodes) and a set of ordered or unordered pairs of nodes (or edges). If the pairs of nodes...
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Theory of User EngineeringCRC Press, 2016

	This book outlines the new concept of user engineering and covers the diversity of users, along with the business process that includes the design and the user’s experience processes. Although the concept of user experience (UX) has become popular, the definition and the methodology are still ambiguous. User engineering is similar to...
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Markov Chains: Models, Algorithms and Applications (International Series in Operations Research & Management Science)Springer, 2005

	Markov chains are a particularly powerful and widely used tool for analyzing a variety of stochastic (probabilistic) systems over time. This monograph will present a series of Markov models, starting from the basic models and then building up to higher-order models. Included in the higher-order discussions are multivariate models, higher-order...
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Cannabinoids and Neuropsychiatric Disorders (Advances in Experimental Medicine and Biology, 1264)Springer, 2020

	
		This volume highlights the recent advances in the understanding of the endocannabinoid system and the likely benefit from the therapeutic effects of cannabinoid treatment in a variety of health issues.

	
		Archeological evidence has shown that Cannabis has a long history of use for multiple purposes, including the treatment...
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AngularJS Deployment EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Learn how to optimally deploy your AngularJS applications to today's top hosting environments


	About This Book

	
		Build your own real-time AngularJS application using a modern tool stack and implement a clever deployment strategy
	
		Deploy your application into production environments such...
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Wireless Communications and Mobile CommerceIRM Press, 2004
Addressing the special issues associated with the emergent technology of mobile commerce, this book collects the writings of 46 m-commerce or wireless communications experts from academia and industry.




Mobile Commerce is an emerging phenomenon based on quickly growing applications of wireless technologies and mobile...
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